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➀ Host   
➁ Outer installation frame  
➂ Wire harness   
➃ USB cable 
➄ Rear View camera

➅ Rear View camera cable  
➆ Rear View camera 
      power cable  
➇ Microphone 
➈ WiFi Antenna 

➉ Screws   
⑪ Movable mounting 
      brackets   
⑫ Double-DIN Brackets
⑬ Manual

Note: Some models do not include ➁, ➄➅➆，➈
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➀ Receiver  ➁ Mic  ➂ Reset  ➃ Touch panel  ➄ ON/OFF  ➅HOME  ➆ Long press
→ON/OFF, Click→Voice Control, Rotation→Volume-/Volume+       ➇ Back 
➈ Previous song  ➉ Next song  ⑪ Volume+  ⑫ Volume-  ⑬ USB interface

Main Unit

Main Unit
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Model � Model �

��

B+ ILL
EX_K�

P_ANT RL-
RL+

RR+ RR-

GND
ACC+

BACK
EX_K�

FL- FL+
FR+

FR-

MIC

WiFi

Mic output

WiFi Antenna
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Wiring 

��

ACC

GND

+ILL

B+

KEY1

ANT

BACK

KEY2

L

R

Front speaker

L

R

Rear speaker

➀ Ground Wire / B-
➁ Constant Power Supply+��V
➂ Ignition Switch
➃ Illuminate Backlight
➄ Reversing camera control line
➅ Steering Wheel Control �
➆ Steering Wheel Control �
➇ Auto Antenna Power

FL-
FL+

FR-
FR+

RR-
RR+

RL-
RL+

White

White/Black
Gray

Gray/Black
Green

Green/Black
Purple

Purple/Black

*When the yellow line B+ and the red line ACC have a ��V positive power 
at the same time, the unit can be turned on normally
*The yellow line B+ keeps the power on and the machine has a memory
*� speaker cables, each cable can not be grounded, can not be shared.

CAN_RXD

GND

GND

GND

CAN_TXD

BRAKE

FCAM_POW

AMP_POW

Expand harnes
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BACK

GND

This part is installed at the rear or the car.

If you don't need to install the reversing camera, Please don't connect the BACK cable to any place.
The following situations may occur if you connected the cable:
�. The machine will not display properly;
�. It will automatically enter the reverse mode when working, which will cause the machine to fail. 
If you encounter this situation, please disconnect the REVERSE/BACK line ASAP, so as not to affect 
the normal use of the user. 

Connected

Installation of reversing camera

Connected
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Installation 
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Some car models don't need this step
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Home: Return to the main interface�.
Back: Return to the previous state

�.  Radio memory frequency point display area

�.  Radio control selection button

�.

�.

�.

Icon function

AS

ST

Radio ��：��

��.�� ��.�� ��.��

���.�� ���.�� ��.��

AS BAND DX ST

��.��
DXFM�

MHz

Settings ��：��

English

简体中文

繁体中文

日本語

Français

한국어

Language selection 

Settings System LanguageClick to Enter:

Reverse scan: After clicking, the frequency will automatically scan in the 
decreasing direction, and the scan will stop when it encounters a radio station

Automatic frequency scan: After clicking, the radio will scan the 
station from the beginning to the end and save the scanned station

Stereo switch: when listening to FM, click to switch between stereo/mono
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Set the file playback mode, the machine will provide several repeat 
options when playing different media (such as repeat single, repeat a 
single chapter, all repeat, random playback, etc.)

Click to enter the media playlist, display the content of the  play, and 
select the music to play

Previous song: When playing, press the previous song to skip to the 
previous song to play

Next song: When playing, press a song to skip to the next song to play

The floating menu button, when the user presses it on any interface, 
the floating menu will be displayed to operate the required function

Video function

USB ��：��

��:�� ��:��

EQ

4/6 Poppy - Moshi Moshi.mp�

Moshi Moshi

Poppy

Poppy.Computer

USB ��：��

USB
�. Lola Coca - GQ.mp�

�. Martin Tungevaag - Wicked Wonderland.mp�

�. Nick Lopez - pink Chanpagne.mp�

�. Poppy - Moshi Moshi.mp�

�. Snigellin - Sakur Tears.mp�

�. Swifty - Welcome To New York.mp�
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Settings ��：��

Play/Pause: When playing, press the play/pause button to pause or 
start playing 

Click to enter the following sound effect interface, you can select the 
EQ function control

Click in the menu to enter the following Bluetooth settings interface, 
turn on Discoverable, and then perform a Bluetooth pairing connection 

BT settings and phone interface

EQ

Visibility

Nane

Address

Paired 

Discover

ON

CARKIT_bbbfb�

FC:�B:BC:BB:BF:B�

��：��

Whole

EQ
EQ

Reset

Balance:

Fade:

0

0

��：��

Whole

EQ
EQ

� � � � � � � � � �� � � � �-�

�� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� �����
�� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� �����
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BT dial interface

Click in the main menu to enter the following Bluetooth dialing 
interface, and then make a call

Link setting key: View the linked Bluetooth devices here, or perform 
the operation of synchronizing the phone book

Call record button: when pressed, go to the call record interface

Phone book button: when pressed, go to the phone book interface

Click to enter the Bluetooth dialing interface

Phone ��：��

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 0/+ * #

Device name

Auto answer

Auto load phonebook

Settings

Load phonebook

Phone ��：��
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Steering wheel controls

GND

KEY1

KEY2

�. Click the icon on the radio screen to turn Blue to enter the editing state. �. Click the steering wheel control 
button, if the icon turns Green, the pairing is successful, according to the same way you can learn other buttons. 
 After all the keys have been learned, click the “     ” button on the page to save the settings. If you need to 
relearn, please click the “      ” button on the page and then re-learn

Study SWC Keys

-LINK-LINK

�. Connect the positive pole of the original steering wheel to the KEY wire of the 
machine plug.
�. Connect the negative pole of the original car steering wheel button wire to the GND 
wire of the machine plug.
�. In the “settings" interface, find "Steering Wheel Controls" and enter.

�. Enter the steering wheel control learning interface and press the button to learn. 
After the learning is successful, click the "confirm" button on the page. After saving, 
you can use the buttons on the original steering wheel to control the machine.

Settings
Settings

Click to Enter: Factory Enter the password "������"
Study SWC keys
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Phonelink (for iPhone)

You can also control your smartphone here.

Setting Options: AndriodAuto

�. When the system is set in Car Play mode, it will directly enter the 
Car Play interface after connecting the phone.

�.  When the system is set in Android Auto mode.it will directly enter 
the Android Auto interface after connecting the phone.

Setting Options:
MIC

RST

���

TUE

Phone Music Maps Messages

Now Playing Podcasts Audiobooks Calendar

���

LTE
9:00

You can also control your smartphone here.

MIC

RST

���

TUE

Phone Music Maps Messages

Now Playing Podcasts Audiobooks Calendar

���

LTE
9:00

CarPlay

Calendar

Maps

Notes stocks Reminders Videos 

Health

Settings

Clock Weather

Photos Camera

 

 
 

 

���

9:00

AndriodAuto
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���

9:00

Setting Options: Auto link

 �. When the system is set in losMirror mode, it will directly enter the 
screen mirroring mode after connecting the mobile phone.

�.  When using an Android device, after connecting the USB data cable, 
you will be prompted to install the 'Autolink' software. After installation. 
Plug the data cable again, it will enter the screen mirroring mode. And 
it can be operated on both the player screen

Setting Options:

MIC

RST

IosMirror

IosMirror

Calendar

Maps

Notes stocks Reminders Videos 

Health

Settings

Clock Weather

Photos Camera

Calendar

Maps

Notes stocks Reminders Videos 

Health

Settings

Clock Weather

Photos Camera

MIC

RST Mirrorlink

Autolink

 

 
 

 

���

9:00
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Settings

. When using Carplay on iPhone, please set the option "Carplay", and when 
using a mirror connection, please set the option "iOS Mirror".

 . When using Android AUTO on an Android phone, please set the option 
"Android AUTO", and when using a mirror connection, please set the option 
"Auto Link".

�. Factory setting password ������
�. Modify password: change the password to enter the factory setting, click to enter 
the password input interface to reset the new password code

Settings ��：��

Panel

CVBS

Audio

Radio

Driving

Factory

Settings ��：��

AndriodAuto

Carplay

CarPlay and Android Auto

Android device

Apple device

Wireless device 

CarLife
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Settings ��：��

Touch calibration

System Version

SDK version

MCU version

GPL version

Front Mic

Mic User Manual

Switch Front Mic/External Mic
Settings System Front Mic

Using Front Mic：

Using External Mic：

Click to Enter:

Front Mic

Front Mic

Settings ��：��

Touch calibration

System Version

SDK version

MCU version

GPL version

Front Mic
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Settings System DisplayClick to Enter:

Brightness

Screen brightness adjustment

Button color setting

Panel

Settings System LED colorClick to Enter: Panel

Settings ��：��

Brightness

Contrast

Chromaticity

Saturation

Reset

�

�

�

�
�

Settings ��：��

Dynamical:

Statical:
Speed

Note: Some radios with this function are not available
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Common problems and simple troubleshooting
�)Unable to boot normally

�) Automatic shut-down--

�. "Yellow" "Red" "Black" these � lines only connected � lines of them, so it will not start, it should be that the 
yellow line is connected to the positive pole, red line to the key control line, black to the negative pole, less 
connection or wrong connection does not boot.
�. The original car line and unit wiring can not be connected to the color, the color of the original car line is not 
standard, if you connect like that it can not only be turned on but also may burn.
�. The original car plug can't be plugged directly into the new unit, even if it just plugs in, it can't be used, 
otherwise, it won't be turned on or burned.
�. The � wires are connected right, but it does not boot. Check if the fuse on the yellow line is broken. If there is 
no problem with the fuse, twist the yellow and red wires together. Turn on the key and press the unit's power 
button to see if it can be turned on.
�. Every time you change the fuse, it burns. Please don't change it again The reason is that when you first 
connect the positive and negative poles, the protection circuit of the unit is short-circuited. The unit can be 
repaired under the guidance of our master. No basis can only be returned to the after-sales or new unit. If these 
are no problem, or also don't boot, please make the final step to confirm, find a ��V battery or ��V power supply 
"yellow" and "red" twist together with the positive, black to the negative pole, press the button check if it can 
boot or no, if you can boot, it showed that the original car line is not right connected, or there is a problem with 
the car line. If it can't be booted, the unit is broken. Do not boot the unit, check the line carefully, do not blindly 
suspect the unit problem.

�. The cable error connects: If the blue cable (automatic antenna power supply) is connected to the power cable 
of the unit, an automatic shutdown will occur. Please follow the correct wiring method to solve the problem.
�. The voltage is unstable: please find a ��V-�A which is the power supply and retest to see if it will 
automatically shut down. If it does not automatically shut down after the test, please replace the power 
supply. If it will automatically shut down, it is problem with the unit.

�) Having noise
�. The original speaker power is too small. When the volume of the unit is up, there will be noise.
Solution: When replacing the speaker or listening to the song, the volume should not be too large.
�. The speaker cable is grounded.
Solution: Take the iron speaker cable. Directly connected to the speaker cable of the unit.

— Check the phone to see if you can search for the unit code

�) Remote control cannot be used
�. Test method: Turn on the camera of the mobile phone and align the light of the remote control, then press the 
button of the remote control to see if the phone will light up. If it is not lit, there will be no power. Replace the 
battery; If it is lit, there is electricity, which proves that there is no problem with the remote control.

�) Settings can not be saved (no memory)
�. The yellow line and the red line are connected (separate yellow to positive, red to key control).
�. Yellow and red are reversed (just change position).

�) Car audio with Bluetooth but it can't work

Operation steps: turn on the unit, use the phone Bluetooth search, search for CAR-BT, then click the 
connection, after connecting, you can answer the phone or Bluetooth to play the song. PIN Code: ����

- In this case, the unit needs to be repaired.

�) The product smoke has proved that the internal circuit has been 
burned. Changing the insurance FUSE can not solve the problem.
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�) No display of reversing video

�. Adjust the sound: please turn the volume to adjust.
�. Equalizer settings: In general, press the volume knob to display the equalizer SEL, and rotate the volume 
button to adjust each sound effect.
�. The sound cannot be adjusted:
a. Please reset the unit or unplug the power cord and plug it in.
b. The Volume knob is broken, and the knob can be replaced.

�. Connect the wrong line or less wiring. Camera connection method a> The first step is to find accessories 
(accessory: one camera + one power cord +one video cable). b> The second step is to find the port of the 
wiring. First, find the reverse control line on the power line of the unit The control Line is a pink Line or brown 
Line, connect this Line to the positive pole of ��V, and the screen will turn blue. And then find the back of the 
unit the CAME video input interface, find the positive and negative of the backup light. The third step is to 
connect: there are two sockets on the camera, the red socket is connected to the power cable, the yellow is 
inserted into the video cable, the red wire of the power cable and the wire of the video cable is screwed 
together on the positive pole of the reverse lamp, and the black wire of the power cable is not used, connected, 
the other end of the video cable is connected to the CAME video input interface on the back of the unit. The red 
line coming out of the video Line is connected to the reversing control Line of the Power Line.
�. The camera is broken. If the lamp that is properly wired to the camera is not lit, it will be broken and replaced 
with a new one.

�) How to adjust the sound, where is the equalizer set, the sound can not be adjusted

— USB flash disk can not play:

— The card slot does not enter the card:

— Can not receive the station check the � points

Format the USB flash disk, and the file system is selected as FAT��, re-download one or two songs and try 
again. If it still doesn't work, please replace the USB flash drive.

Check whether the memory card is inserted, the plug is broken.

��) USB flash disk can not be played, the card slot does not enter the card?

��) FM does not receive the radio station

�. The antenna plug is not fully inserted, the antenna is disconnected or the line is disconnected.
�. Search channel, hold AMS does not let go for � seconds The unit will automatically search or press the up 
and down button to perform a channel search. Can't solve the above � points. Please unplug the antenna 
plug and find a screwdriver or a metal strip to insert it .instead of the antenna.

��) There is no sound right after installation

�. Check if the speaker cable is short-circuited and connected. Please reconnect if you have any short circuits.
�. Check how many speaker cables are according to the original speaker cable if there are only � speaker cables 
to prove that the original car line does not match our unit, you need to reroute the original car line. One 
speaker must lead to � speaker wires. � speakers must have � speaker cables to be available.

— Dear customers, the unit has been tested before shipment. If there is no sound, it is usually a wiring 
error or the original car speaker wire is short-circuited with iron. According to the steps to check it.

��) There is no sound after a while
— Disconnect all the speaker cables from the unit (do not remove them), and then find an 
external speaker to receive the gray and purple of the tail line of the unit. Green any group, 
and then try to see if there is any sound. If there is a sound, it is proved that the car's 
speaker line is short-circuited with iron or the speaker is damaged. If there is no sound, the 
unit is broken.
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Cautions

Run all ground (earth) leads to a common ground (earth) point.

This unit is designed for negative ground (earth) �� V DC operation 
only.

Do not disassemble or modify the unit.

Do not install in locations that interfere with airbag operation.

Do not get the leads under a screw, or caught in moving parts (e.g. 
seat railing).

Before making connections, turn the car ignition off to avoid short circuits.

Connect the yellow and red power supply leads only after all other leads have 
been connected.
Be sure to insulate any loose unconnected leads with electrical 
tape for safety.

Do not press on the LCD when installing the unit.

Install the unit with the monitor facing straight forward; do not install it at 
a slanted angle. 
Keep the microphone away from extremely high temperatures 
and humidity.
It is extremely dangerous if the cord becomes wound around the 
steering column or gearstick. Be sure to keep it and other parts 
from obstructing your driving.

If airbags or any other shock-absorbing equipment is in your car, 
contact the store where you purchased this unit, or the car dealer, 
before installation.

Notes on the power supply lead (yellow)
When connecting this unit in combination with other stereo 
components, the amperage rating of the car circuit to which the 
unit is connected must be higher than the sum of each compo-
nent's fuse amperage rating.
If no car circuits are rated high enough, connect the unit directly to 
the battery.
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A Product Designed and Powerd by Ousmin

We are very appreciative for you choosing and purchasing our car radio, to help you use this 
unit properly we sincerely suggest you read the manual carefully We will not inform you of the 
specification or design update thanks to the technology improvement. 

After you get this unit, please read all the information attached to it. This user manual we 
provide for you is mainly aimed at introducing all the functions of the unit, which can help you 
facilitate the process easier. With this user manual, you can obtain more detailed information 
about this unit’s introduction and operation methods to ensure the operation is much 
smoother, faster, and easier The display picture of this user manual may be a little different 
from the actual picture, and the display contents of this manual may be a little different from 
the actual content as well.

With the improvement of technology, when this unit continues to update and upgrade its 
functions and some parameters may change without any notice.Thank you for your support, 
understanding, and cooperation.

Note: The information of this user manual is protected by copyright any part of it is not 
permitted in any way to be copied and photocopied without our company prior Written 
permission. Our company reserves the final explanation about guarantee warrant relative 
information in this user manual.

!

Innovation⸺Looking For The Original Intention 
Of Each Product
OUSMIN has been focusing on the research and 
development of car audio and car multimedia. 
Stability and reliability are our philosophies.
We look for the original intention of each product 
when it was created, and seriously solve your 
problems. We never thought we would be a great 
company, but we would certainly do it to be a 
reliable company. We strive for a high-quality 
product and customer experience. We would love 
to hear your feedback and suggestions, We take 
all reviews and input seriously for product 
improvement, any questions contact us at 
vip@ousmin.com.

Creation is an important part of who we are 
and how we've done business since our 
doors opened, We have long believed that 
we build our business by building the world 
we live in. We've got to give a little love, have 
a little hope, Try a little more, Let's do what 
we can do together. Every purchase you 
make will contribute to the world⸺We 
would like to make a Joint Donation to the 
Red Cross to help people in disasters. Just 
share your honest feedback on our OUSMIN 
products whether on Amazon or any social 
media site then email us at vip@ousmin.com 
so that we can finish the donation on behalf 
of "us"

OUSMIN Innovation and Creation

E-mail: vip@ousmin.com URL： www.ousmin.com

Special Notes
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